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Abstract
In this paper we introduce and study amply regular (0, α)-geometries satisfying the dual of
Veblen–Young’s axiom, in order to give a common characterization of Grassmann and attenuated
spaces. © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
MSC: 51E30; 05B25
1. Introduction
A semilinear space is an incidence structure D = (P,B,I) in which P and B are
disjoint (non-empty) sets of objects called points and blocks and I is a symmetric point-
block incidence relation such that:
(i) two distinct points are incident with at most one block;
(ii) each block is incident with at least two points.
If any two distinct points are incident with a block, D is called linear, otherwise D is
said to be a proper semilinear space.
In the sequel, by axiom (i), a block will be identified with the subset of points incident
with it and the incidence I with the symmetrized containment. Hence we will denote the
semilinear space byD = (P,B). Two points x and y are called adjacent (or collinear), in
symbol x ∼ y, if they belong to the same block 〈x, y〉. If two blocks B1 and B2 intersect in
a point x , we say that a block B is a transversal of B1 and B2 if B intersects B1 and B2 but
does not contain x . The adjacency graph Γ (D) of D has points as vertices and pairs of
adjacent distinct points as edges. In the study of semilinear spaces the language of graph
theory can be used. In particular, we will freely use terms such as connectivity, clique,
maximal clique, path, distance. For each point x , we put Γi (x) = {y ∈ P s.t. d(x, y) = i}.
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A subspace ofD = (P,B) is a connected subset containing each block which intersects
it in at least two points. A subspace will be called singular if any two distinct points are
adjacent and maximal if it is not properly contained in another subspace. The intersection
of a family of subspaces is a subspace if it is connected. So, not any subset of points
generates a subspace. Precisely, for any subset X of P , the subspace generated by X , and
denoted by 〈X〉, represents the intersection of all the subspaces of D which contain X if
such an intersection is connected. The dimension of a subspace S of D is the cardinal
number
dim S = min(|X | s.t. 〈X〉 = S)− 1.
A j -space of D is a subspace of dimension j . A 2-space is also called plane.
The set containing a point x and all the points adjacent to x is denoted by x⊥. Moreover,
for any subset X , we define
X⊥ =
⋂
x∈X
x⊥.
A pair (x, B) such that x /∈ B (resp. x ∈ B) is called anti-flag (resp. flag). From now on,
A will denote the set of anti-flags and for any anti-flag (x, B), α(x, B) will be the number
of points on B adjacent to x .
A net is a semilinear space D = (P,B) satisfying the following condition:
(N) B is partitioned into at least three non-empty classes such that
(I) the blocks of each class partition P ,
(II) blocks of different classes intersect.
A d-net or net of dimension d (see [15]) is a semilinear spaceD = (P,B) of dimension
d(d ≥ 3) satisfying the following three conditions.
(D1) Each plane of D is a net.
(D2) The intersection of two subspaces is a subspace.
(D3) Two planes in a 3-space are disjoint or intersect in a block.
A Gamma space is a semilinear space D = (P,B) such that for any anti-flag (x, B)
with |x⊥ ∩ B| > 1 we have B ⊆ x⊥.
A finite (0, α)-geometry (α ≥ 1, integer), with parameters (s, t) (see [7]) is a semilinear
space D = (P,B) satisfying the following axioms:
(i) Each block contains s + 1 points
(ii) Each point belongs to t + 1 blocks
(iii) For every anti-flag (x, B), α(x, B) = 0, α
(iv) D is connected.
It is easy to see that α = s + 1 iff any two distinct points are adjacent. We shall always
assume α < s + 1, hence non-adjacent points exist.
An isomorphism between two geometries is a one-to-one mapping between points
preserving blocks with its inverse.
A (0, α)-geometryD = (P,B) with parameters (s, t) is called a semipartial geometry
(see [6]) with parameters (s, t, α, µ) if the following regularity property holds:
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(v) the number of points adjacent to any pair of non-adjacent points is a constant
µ(µ > 0).
A semipartial geometry for which α = 1 is called a partial quadrangle.
In this paper we will study a class of (0, α)-geometries satisfying a regularity condition
weaker than (v). Precisely, we call amply regular (0, α)-geometry with parameters
(s, t, α, µ) any (0, α)-geometryD = (P,B) with parameters (s, t) satisfying the following
condition of regularity:
(vi) the number of points adjacent to any pair of points at distance two is a constant
µ(µ > 0).
Obviously, the adjacency graph of such a geometry is an amply regular one (see [2]).
With arguments similar to those used in [6] the following arithmetical relations hold:
(a) α2 ≤ µ ≤ α(t + 1);
(b) µ = α(α + n) with n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t + 1 − α};
(c) |P |(t + 1) = (s + 1)|B|;
(d) |{x ∈ P\B s.t. |x⊥ ∩ B| = α}| = st (s+1)
α
∀B ∈ B;
(e) |{B ∈ B s.t. x /∈ B and |x⊥ ∩ B| = α}| = st (t+1)
α
∀x ∈ P ;
(f) ∀x, y ∈ P with d(x, y) = 2, |{B ∈ B s.t. x ∈ B and |y⊥ ∩ B| = α}| = µ
α
.
Example 1.1 (Geometries with µ = α(t + 1)). These geometries are the partial geome-
tries introduced by Bose in [1]. (For α = 1 we obtain generalized quadrangles.) In these
geometries for any anti-flag (x, B) we have α(x, B) = |x⊥ ∩ B| = α, and any pair of non-
adjacent points is at distance 2. A very interesting example of partial geometry is the dual
net H nq : the points are the points of the projective space PG(n, q) which do not belong
to a fixed (n − 2)-subspace H and the blocks are the lines of PG(n, q) missing H . The
parameters of such a geometry are: s = q, t = qn−1 − 1, α = q and µ = qn = α(t + 1).
A characterization of dual nets was given in [8].
Example 1.2 (Semipartial Geometries (Introduced by Debroey and Thas in [6])). Also in
this case any pair of non-adjacent points is at distance 2. An interesting example is the
geometry, denoted by H n,1q , in which the points are the lines of PG(n, q)(n ≥ 3) disjoint
from a fixed (n − 2)-subspace H and the blocks are the planes of PG(n, q) which have
exactly one point in common with H . The parameters are s = q2 − 1, t = qn−1−1q−1 − 1,
α = q, µ = q(q + 1) = α(α + 1). Another example of semipartial geometry is the
Grassmann’s variety of lines G1,n,q , whose points are the lines of PG(n, q) and whose
blocks are the planes of PG(n, q)(n ≥ 3). Its parameters are s = q(q + 1), t =
qn−1−1
q−1 − 1, α = q + 1 and µ = (q + 1)2 = α2. Obviously, if n = 3, H 3,1q and
G1,3,q are partial geometries. A common characterization of H n,1q and G1,n,q as semipartial
geometries was given by Debroey in [5].
Example 1.3 (Johnson Geometries J (n, h)). The points are the h-subsets of a n-set S, the
blocks are the (h + 1)-subsets of S and the incidence relation is the inclusion (n ≥ h + 2
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in order to avoid trivial cases). Such an incidence structure is an amply regular (0, α)-
geometry with parameters (h, n − h − 1, 2, 4). Moreover, we have:
α(x, B) =
{
0, if |x ∩ B| < h − 1;
2, if |x ∩ B| = h − 1;
d(x, y) = 2 if, and only if, |x ∩ y| = h − 2;
µ = 4 = α2.
The adjacency graph associated with this geometry is a distance regular graph, called the
Johnson graph and denoted by J (n, h).
Example 1.4 (Grassmann Geometries Gh,n,q ). Let Gh,n,q be the Grassmann variety rep-
resenting the h-subspaces of a projective space PG(n, q) and let S and T be the two
families of its maximal subspaces: S is the set of (n − h)-subspaces of Gh,n,q , represent-
ing the stars of h-subspaces of PG(n, q) with an (h − 1)-subspace as centre and T is the
set of (h + 1)-subspaces of Gh,n,q , representing the h-subspaces of PG(n, q) contained
in an (h + 1)-subspace. Since duality induces an isomorphism between (Gh,n,q ,S) and
(Gn−h−1,n,q ,T ), we can suppose h ≤ n−12 . The incidence structure DS = (Gh,n,q ,S) is
an amply regular (0, α)-geometry with parameters s = θn−h − 1, t = θh − 1, α = q + 1
and µ = (q + 1)2 = α2
(
where θh = qh+1−1q−1
)
.
Example 1.5 (Attenuated Spaces). Let H n,hq (resp. Hn,hq ) denote the geometry whose
points are the h-subspaces of a projective space PG(n, q), missing a fixed (n − h − 1)-
subspace H , and whose blocks are the (h + 1)-subspaces of PG(n, q) intersecting H in a
point (resp. the stars of h-subspaces of PG(n, q) missing H and with an (h − 1)-subspace
as centre). Of course n ≥ h + 2. H n,n−2q is the dual of H nq and so it is a partial geometry,
while Hn,n−2q is isomorphic to H
n,1
q and so it is a semipartial geometry. If n > h+2, H n,hq
(resp. Hn,hq ) is an amply regular (0, α)-geometry with parameters s = qh+1 − 1 (resp.
s = qn−h − 1), t = θn−h−1 − 1 (resp. t = θh − 1), α = q and µ = q(q + 1) = α(α + 1),
called an attenuated space [13]. Moreover, we have
d(x, y) = 2 iff dim(x ∩ y) = h − 2
α2 < µ < α(t + 1).
The adjacency graph of H n,hq (resp. Hn,hq ) is the bilinear forms graph. The vertices are
the bilinear forms σ : W ×V →Fq , where W and V are vector spaces over the Galois field
Fq of finite dimensions d and e respectively (with d ≤ e, n + 1 = d + e and h = e − 1)
and with two forms σ and τ adjacent if, and only if, rank(σ − τ ) = 1 (see [2], [13]). Such
a graph is also called the q-analogue of the Hamming graph and is denoted by Hq(n, h).
An important role in incidence structures is played by the so-called Veblen–Young’s
axiom (VY) and its dual (VY∗) (also called Pasch’s and diagonal axiom, resp.) (see for
example [5, 8, 16, 17]).
(VY) Two distinct transversals of two intersecting blocks are incident.
(VY∗) Two distinct points x, y not on a block B and adjacent to two distinct common
points on B , are adjacent.
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Both Johnson and Grassmann geometries satisfy (VY) and (VY∗) (see [14]), while the
attenuated spaces satisfy (VY∗) but not (VY).
In this paper we investigate amply regular (0, α)-geometries satisfying (VY∗) for which
µ = α2 or α(α + 1). The main result is the following characterization of Grassmann and
attenuated spaces.
Theorem. Let D = (P,B) be an amply regular (0, α)-geometry with parameters
(s, t, α, µ), (1 < α < s + 1), satisfying (V Y ∗) and with α2 ≤ µ ≤ α(α + 1). If µ = α2,
then D is isomorphic to a Grassmann geometry and, in particular, to a Johnson geometry
for α = 2. If µ = α(α+1) (with α ≥ 4, t > α), for any anti-flag (x, B), with d(x, B) = 2,
we have
s + 1 ≥ |{y ∈ B s.t. d(x, y) = 2}| ≥ α2.
If s + 1 > |{y ∈ B s.t. d(x, y) = 2}| = α2, s = (t + 1)(α − 1) and the intersection of
any two subspaces of D is connected, then D is isomorphic to an attenuated space H n,hα
or Hn,hα with n < 2h + 1.
This result generalizes those of Debroey [5] and of Ray-Chaudhuri and Sprague [13]. It
gives a common characterization of the Grassmann and attenuated spaces as amply regular
(0, α)-geometries and, under weaker assumptions, we obtain the results due to Fu–Huang
[9]. In particular, in the case µ = α(α + 1), the structure of our proof is similar to that of
Huang [12] but technically different and simpler.
2. Properties of amply regular (0, α)-geometries with (VY∗) and α ≥ 2
The classification of the amply regular (0, α)-geometries satisfying both the axioms
(VY), (VY∗), is an immediate consequence of some results obtained by Sprague in [14].
Proposition 2.1. D = (P,B) is a (0, α)-geometry with α > 1 satisfying (VY) and (VY∗)
if, and only if, D is isomorphic to a Johnson geometry for α = 2 or to a Grassmann
geometry for α > 2.
From now on, we will concentrate on amply regular (0, α)-geometries satisfying (VY∗)
with α > 1. Let D = (P,B) be an amply regular (0, α)-geometry with parameters
(s, t, α, µ) satisfying (VY∗) and put
Ai = {(x, B) ∈ A s.t. α(x, B) = i} (i = 0, α).
Proposition 2.2. For any block B (point x), there exists a point x not on B (a block B not
through x) such that α(x, B) = α. It follows that for any point x there exists a point y at
distance 2 from x.
For any anti-flag (p, B) ∈ Aα , the subset
l p,B = p⊥ ∩ B
is called the singular line (or simply line) determined by (p, B).
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Proposition 2.3. For any (p, B) ∈ Aα the subset Tp,B = l p,B ∪ (l⊥p,B\B) is a maximal
clique (also called a diagonal clique).
Proof. Let x, y be two points of Tp,B . If at least one of them belongs to l p,B then x ∼ y,
by the definition of Tp,B . If x, y /∈ l p,B , then x is adjacent to y, by the axiom (VY∗). If C
is a clique containing Tp,B then any point x ∈ C belongs either to l p,B or to l⊥p,B\B and so
x ∈ Tp,B . Hence, C = Tp,B . 
From now on L and C will denote the subsets consisting of singular lines and diagonal
cliques, respectively.
Proposition 2.4. For any pair of anti-flags (p, B), (q, B ′) ∈ Aα we have
(i) |l p,B | = α.
(ii) If |l p,B ∩ lq,B ′ | ≥ 2 then B = B ′ and lp,B = lq,B.
(iii) l⊥p,B = B ∪ Tp,B.
(iv) l p,B = {x, y}⊥⊥∀x, y ∈ l p,B.
Proof. (i) is obvious by the definition of (0, α)-geometry. (ii) If x, y are two distinct points
belonging to l p,B ∩ lq,B ′ , then B = 〈x, y〉 = B ′ and p ∼ q by (VY∗). Moreover, q does
not belong to at least one of the blocks 〈p, x〉 and 〈p, y〉, for example q /∈ 〈p, y〉. Then,
for any z ∈ l p,B\{x, y} we have z, q /∈ 〈p, y〉 and z, q ∼ p, y. By (VY∗), we have z ∼ q .
It follows that l p,B ⊆ lq,B and so, by (i), l p,B = lq,B . (iii) is obvious, by the definition
of Tp,B . (iv) Obviously, we have l⊥⊥p,B = l p,B by (iii) and, by (ii), {x, y}⊥ = l⊥p,B . Hence,
{x, y}⊥⊥ = (B ∪ Tp,B)⊥ = l p,B . 
Proposition 2.5. The incidence structure G(D) = (P,L) is a proper connected Gamma
space.
Proof. Denoted by ∼D and ∼G(D) the adjacencies in D and G(D) respectively, we have:
x ∼D y ⇔ x ∼G(D) y. ()
The implication ⇐ is obvious. Conversely, let x ∼D y and B be the block 〈x, y〉. Fixed a
block B ′ through x different from B , we have (y, B ′) ∈ Aα and then, since α > 1 there
exists a point p ∈ B ′\B adjacent to both x and y. Thus x, y ∈ l p,B and x ∼G(D) y. By (ii)
of Proposition 2.4, it follows that G(D) = (P,L) is a semilinear space. Moreover, by ()
we conclude that G(D) is proper and the adjacency graph of the structures D and G(D)
are the same. Hence, the connectivity of G(D) follows from that of D. Finally, let us prove
that G(D) is a Gamma space. Let l be a singular line of a block B and (p, l) ∈ P × L
an anti-flag such that |p⊥ ∩ l| > 1. If p /∈ B let x, y be two distinct points on l adjacent
to p. By (ii) of Proposition 2.4, we have l = l p,B and so l ⊆ p⊥, by the definition of
singular line. 
Proposition 2.6. B ∪ C is the family of maximal singular subspaces of G(D). It follows
that any line is contained in exactly two maximal singular subspaces.
Proof. By () of Proposition 2.5, any two points x and y on a block B are G(D)-adjacent
and, by the definition of singular line, lx,y = {x, y}⊥⊥ is contained in B . Therefore, B is
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a G(D)-subspace. Let us prove that B is maximal. If there exists a point q /∈ B,G(D)-
adjacent to all the points on B , then α(q, B) = |B| = s + 1 by () and so, α = s + 1, a
contradiction. It follows that the elements of B are maximal subspaces of G(D). Let now
T0 = Tp0,B0 be an element of C. From Proposition 2.3 and () we have that T0 is a maximal
clique in G(D). Let x, y ∈ T0 and lx,y be the singular line through them. If lx,y = l p0,B0
then, obviously, lx,y ⊆ T0. Otherwise, any point z ∈ l p0,B0 is adjacent to the points x, y
of lx,y and hence to any points of lx,y , since G(D) is a Gamma space. Consequently, any
point of lx,y is adjacent to all the points of l p0,B0 and then lx,y ⊂ T0. Therefore, T0 is a
G(D)-subspace and it is maximal in G(D) being a maximal clique. 
Proposition 2.7. For any pair of points x, y at distance 2, we have
(i) x⊥ ∩ y⊥ contains singular lines and these lines are on blocks through x or y;
(ii) x⊥ ∩ y⊥ is a generalized quadrangle if, and only if, µ = |x⊥ ∩ y⊥| = α2.
Proof. (i) Let z be a point on x⊥ ∩ y⊥. Then ly,〈x,z〉 is contained in x⊥ ∩ y⊥. If there
exists a singular line l = l p,B contained in x⊥ ∩ y⊥ with x, y /∈ B , fixed two distinct
points a, b ∈ l, we have x, y ∼ a and x, y ∼ b. So, by (VY∗), x ∼ y, contradicting the
assumption x  y. (ii) Let l be a singular line on x⊥ ∩ y⊥ and suppose that x belongs
to the block containing l. Let us call z1, . . . , zα the points on l and l1, . . . , lα the singular
lines, contained in x⊥ ∩ y⊥, on the blocks 〈z1, y〉, . . . , 〈zα, y〉, respectively. We have that
x⊥ ∩ y⊥ is a generalized quadrangle if, and only if, any point of (x⊥ ∩ y⊥)\l belongs to a
unique line li . Therefore, the lines li form a partition of x⊥ ∩ y⊥, i.e. |x⊥ ∩ y⊥| = α2. 
3. Classification of amply regular (0, α)-geometries with µ = α2, α(α + 1) and
satisfying (VY∗)
The classification of geometries satisfying the arithmetical condition µ = α2 follows
immediately from a result due to Hanssens and Thas [10].
Theorem 3.1. Let D = (P,B) be an amply regular (0, α)-geometry with parameters
(s, t, α, µ) satisfying (VY∗) and with µ = α2, α > 1, s and t finite. If α ≥ 3, α is a prime
power and D is isomorphic to the Grassmann geometry Gh,n,α of Example 1.4. If α = 2,
then D is isomorphic to the Johnson geometry J (n, h) of Example 1.3, for some n, h.
Proof. Suppose α ≥ 3. By Propositions 2.5, 2.6 and (ii) of 2.7, the semilinear space G(D)
satisfies the hypotheses of Hanssens and Thas’s theorem [10] (see also Hirschfeld–Thas
[11] on page 280). So, G(D) is isomorphic to the incidence structure consisting of points
and lines of a Grassmann variety Gh,n,α , for some integers n ≥ 3, 1 ≤ h ≤ n−2 and prime
power α. Moreover, the family B of blocks of D is one of the two families of maximal
subspaces of Gh,n,α . It follows that D is isomorphic to one of the Grassmann geometries in
Example 1.4. Now suppose α = 2. It results µ = α2 = 4 and so, by Proposition 3.1 [4] due
to Cuypers,D satisfies the axiom (VY). By Proposition 2.1, it follows thatD is isomorphic
to a Johnson geometry J (n, h), for some integers n and h. 
Sprague in [15] gives a combinatorial characterization of attenuated spaces as d-nets.
Precisely, the following result holds.
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Theorem 3.2. Every d-net (d ≥ 3) is an attenuated space H n,n−dq for suitable n, d, q.
From now on, we will suppose that D is an amply regular (0, α)-geometry satisfying
(VY∗), with 4 ≤ α < t, s > α2 − 1 and µ = α(α + 1).
The proofs of the following propositions are either straightforward or already contained
in some of the papers on partial and semipartial geometries of the references.
Proposition 3.3. (i) If B is a block and x is a point with d(x, B) = 1, then |x⊥ ∩ B| = α.
(ii) If x and y are points at distance 2, then there are exactly α + 1 blocks through y at
distance 1 from x.
Proposition 3.4. Let B, B ′ be blocks with d(B, B ′) ≤ 1 and x1 ∈ B, y1 ∈ B ′ distinct
adjacent points. Let x⊥1 ∩ B ′ = {y1, y2, . . . , yα} and y⊥1 ∩ B = {x1, x2, . . . , xα}. Then, for
all i = 2, 3, . . . , α, we have
x⊥i ∩ B ′ ⊇ {y1, y2, . . . , yα},
y⊥i ∩ B ⊇ {x1, x2, . . . , xα}.
Proposition 3.5 (It results). (i) A block B and a diagonal clique T are disjoined or
intersect in a singular line.
(ii) If two diagonal cliques T1, T2 have at least two common points, then T1 = T2.
(iii) Let T be a diagonal clique and x be a point with d(x, T ) = 1. Then it exists a unique
block B through x such that B ∩ T = ∅.
Proposition 3.6. The incidence structureD = (P, C) is an amply regular (0, α)-geometry
with parameters s = (α − 1)(t + 1), t = s
α−1 − 1 and µ = µ satisfying (VY∗).
In the sequel, by Proposition 3.6, in order to prove the second part of our main result, we
may suppose s > (t+1)(α−1). For, in the case s < (t+1)(α−1), since a diagonal clique
in D is a block inD, the geometryD satisfies the inequalities s > (t +1)(α−1) > α2−1,
hence D is isomorphic to H n,hα with n < 2h + 1.
Proposition 3.7. Let T be a diagonal clique and B be a block at distance 1 from T . There
exists a point u on B such that d(u, T ) = 2.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that all the points on B are at distance 1 from T . By
Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 and counting in two ways the adjacent pairs (a, b) ∈ T × B , we
have α(s + 1) ≤ α|T |. Hence |T | ≥ s + 1, a contradiction. 
Proposition 3.8. Let B be a block and x be a point with d(x, B) = 2. Then:
(i) |R = Γ2(x) ∩ B| ≥ α2;
(ii) If |R| = α2 then |x⊥ ∩ y⊥ ∩ z⊥| = α for all the couples of distinct points
y, z ∈ Γ2(x) ∩ B.
Proof. (i) Let B1 and B2 be blocks such that x ∈ B1, B1 intersects B2 in a point different
from x and B2 ∩ B = {x ′}. Since D is a (0, α)-geometry, there are α points z1, z2, . . . , zα
on B2 adjacent to x . The diagonal cliques Tzi ,B , i = 1, . . . , α, are at distance 1 from x and
have in common only the point x ′ on B by Proposition 3.5. Hence |R| ≥ α2−α+1. Since
d(x, x ′) = 2, by (ii) of Proposition 3.3 there exist a block B ′ through x , different from all
the blocks 〈x, zi 〉, and a block B ′′ through x ′, different from B2, such that B ′ ∩ B ′′ = {w}.
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Since |(w⊥ ∩ B)\{x ′}| = α − 1 and Tw,B ∩ (⋃αi=1 Tzi ,B) = {x ′}, we have |R| ≥ α2. (ii) If|R| = α2, from the proof of (i) any pair of distinct points y, z ∈ R is contained in a diagonal
clique at distance 1 from x and the proof of (ii) follows from (i) of Proposition 3.5. 
From now on we shall suppose
|R| = α2. ()
Proposition 3.9. Let T be a diagonal clique, u be a point such that d(u, T ) = 2, D =
Γ2(u) ∩ T and LD be the set consisting of the singular lines of T contained in D. Then D
is a subspace of T and (D,LD) is an affine plane of order α.
Proof. Let us prove that D is a subspace of T . Let B be a block containing two distinct
points a and b of D. If d(u, B) = 2, by (ii) of Proposition 3.8 there exists a point x
on a⊥ ∩ b⊥ ∩ u⊥ and x /∈ B . Then x ∈ T and d(u, T ) = 1, a contradiction. Hence,
d(u, B) = 1. So, B ∩ T ⊆ D and |B ∩ D| = |B ∩ T | ∈ {0, α}, by (i) of Proposition 3.5.
Moreover, since T is a clique, (D,LD) is a linear space and so D is a subspace of T . For
any y ∈ D, since d(u, y) = 2, by (ii) of Proposition 3.3 there exist α + 1 blocks through
y, B0, . . . , Bα , at distance 1 from u and the singular lines li = Bi ∩ T (i = 0, . . . , α) are
contained in D. For any other point x on D, the block 〈x, y〉 is at distance 1 from u and so
it must be one of the blocks Bi . So, D =⋃αi=0 li and the proof easily follows. 
Proposition 3.10. Let T be a diagonal clique. Any three points of T not on the same
singular line are contained in a unique affine plane of order α of the form D = Γ2(u) ∩ T
where u is a point at distance 2 from T . It follows then T is an affine space of order α.
Proof. Let x, y, z be three non-adjacent points of a diagonal clique T and w be a point not
in T and on the block B = 〈x, y〉. The point w is adjacent to α − 1 points of the block
B ′ = 〈y, z〉, which are not in T . Let v be one of these points. The block B ′′ = 〈v,w〉 is at
distance 1 from T and by Proposition 3.7 there exists a point u ∈ B ′′ with d(u, T ) = 2. The
affine plane D = Γ2(u) ∩ T contains x, y, z. In order to complete the proof, let us prove
that each subspace of T , determined by three non-adjacent points, is of the form Γ2(u)∩T
for some point u at distance 2 from T . Let x, y, z be three non-adjacent points of T , π be
the subspace in T generated by x, y, z and D be an affine plane of the form Γ2(u) ∩ T in
T containing x, y, z. Since D is a subspace of T , we have π ⊆ D. Then π = D because
α ≥ 4 and the affine plane D does not contain proper subspaces of dimension 2. The proof
follows from the characterization of affine spaces due to Buekenhout (see [3]). 
Proposition 3.11. Given a diagonal clique T and a block B with d(B, T ) = 1, if
SB = {x ∈ B s.t. d(x, T ) = 1} and ST = {y ∈ T s.t. d(y, B) = 1} then |ST | = |SB | = α2.
Proof. Counting in two ways the cardinality of the set E consisting of all the pairs (x, y),
with x ∈ SB , y ∈ ST and x ∼ y, by Proposition 3.3 and (i) of Proposition 3.5 we have
|E | = |ST |α = |SB |α. Hence |ST | = |SB |. Moreover, for a given point u ∈ B\SB (u exists
by Proposition 3.7), we have d(u, T ) = 2 and ST ⊆ T ∩ Γ2(u). Thus, |SB | = |ST | ≤ α2
by Proposition 3.9. Fixed a point v ∈ T\ST (v exists since |ST | ≤ α2 and µ = α(α + 1))
and proceeding as in (i) of Proposition 3.8 with the pair (v, B), it also results |SB | ≥ α2
and this proves the statement. 
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Proposition 3.12. Let T be a diagonal clique and u be a point with d(u, T ) = 2. Then
there are α + 1 blocks of u at distance 1 from T .
Proof. Let D = Γ2(u) ∩ T, Q = {y ∈ u⊥ s.t. d(y, D) = 1} and E = {(y, z) ∈
Q × D s.t. y ∼ z}. By Proposition 3.9, |D| = α2. Moreover, |z⊥ ∩ Q| = α(α + 1) for
any z ∈ D and |y⊥ ∩ D| = α for any y ∈ Q. Hence |E | = |D|(α + 1)α = α|Q| and so,
|Q| = α2(α + 1). By Proposition 3.11, Q contains exactly α2 points on each block of u at
distance 1 from T . Hence there are exactly α + 1 blocks of u at distance 1 from T . 
At this point the proof follows Sections 4 and 5 of Huang [12]. Precisely:
– The definition of parallelism between blocks and the characterization of planes as
nets are exactly the same of Section 4 of [12], hence D satisfies axiom (D1).
– Axiom (D2) follows obviously from the assumption of connectedness of intersection
between subspaces.
– The proof of axiom (D3) is exactly the same as Proposition 5.2 of [12].
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